Low Friction Droplet Transportation on a Substrate with a Selective Leidenfrost Effect.
An energy saving Leidenfrost levitation method is introduced to transport microdroplets with virtually frictionless contact between the liquid and solid substrate. Through microengineering of the heating units, selective areas of the whole substrate can be electrothermally activated. A droplet can be levitated as a result of the Leidenfrost effect and further transported when the substrate is tilted slightly. Selective electroheating produces a uniform temperature distribution on the heating units within 1 s in response to a triggering voltage. Alongside these experimental observations, finite element simulations were conducted to understand the role of substrate thermal conductivity on the temperature profile of the selectively heated substrate. We also generated phase diagrams to verify the Leidenfrost regime for different substrate materials. Finally, we demonstrated the possibility of controlling low friction high speed droplet transportation (∼65 mm/s) when the substrate is tilted (∼7°) by structurally designing the substrate. This work establishes the basis for an entirely new approach to droplet microfluidics.